Abstract: Cohen-Sutherland Algorithm is a very well known algorithm in computer graphics for line clipping. In this algorithm the clipping region is divided into nine regions. In our proposed algorithm we have proposed an algorithm which divides the clipping region into five regions. This modified algorithm is faster than Cohen-Sutherland algorithm in many cases. We have presented our algorithm and given comparison between Cohen-Sutherland Algorithm with ours.
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Introduction
Line clipping is used in the cases where a portion of a picture is required to be shown through a rectangular window. Different algorithms have been devised for this purpose among which Cohen-Sutherland algorithm plays a significant role. Cohen-Sutherland algorithm (Xiang, 2001) divides the plane of the rectangular clipping region called window, into nine regions and gives specific 4 bit codes to each region. The two major drawbacks of C-S algorithm are needless clipping and selecting some lines as clipping candidates which are totally outside the clipping window. These two are explained in section 2. In our algorithm we could partially overcome the problem of needless clipping by dividing the plain into five sections. This modified algorithm has been presented in section 3. We gave the comparison between C-S and our algorithm in section 4.

Drawbacks of the Cohen-Sutherland algorithm
There are two major drawbacks of C-S algorithm, these are:
1. Needless clipping
C-S algorithm at first clips the line AB in figure 2.1 at point C then it clips at point F. AB could directly be clipped at point F. So BC is a needless clipping. Similarly AD is also a needless clipping. Our proposed algorithm avoids such needless clipping in many cases.

![Fig.1. Needless clipping of C-S algorithm](image1)

2. Clipping Candidate
In some cases where the line segments are actually outside of the clipping window, C-S algorithm treats those lines as clipping candidates. In fig.2, although the line AB is outside the window, it is considered as a clipping candidate in C-S. This limitation has also been partially removed in our algorithm.

![Fig. 2. AB line is considered as a clipping candidate](image2)
Proposed Algorithm
We have divided the plane of the rectangular clipping region, called window, into five regions and given specific names and corresponding short integer code (as depicted in fig.3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Top</th>
<th>Code=3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>Code=0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom</td>
<td>Code=4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left Code=2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig.3. Codes for different regions

code=1, if X>X_{max} (The end point is on the right)
code=2, if X<X_{min} (The end point is on the left)
code=3, if Y>Y_{max} (The end point is on the top)
code=4, if Y<Y_{min} (The end point is on the bottom)
otherwise code=0.

X_{min}, X_{max}, Y_{min}, Y_{max}, are minimum and maximum X and Y co-ordinates respectively. The co-ordinates of the two end points of the line are assumed to be (X_{1}, Y_{1}) and (X_{2}, Y_{2}) in the following algorithm.

After assigning codes to both end of the line the following steps are followed:
1) If (X_{1}<X_{min} and X_{2}<X_{min}) or (X_{1}>X_{max} and X_{2}>X_{max}) or (Y_{1}<Y_{min} and Y_{2}<Y_{min}) or (Y_{1}>Y_{max} and Y_{2}>Y_{max}) then trivially rejected.
2) If both end code=0 then trivially accepted.
3) If code=1, then the line intersects the right edge of the window. And if Y coordinate of intersecting point P (shown in fig.4) is greater than Y_{max}, and if Y coordinate of other end of that line is greater than Y_{max}, then the line is rejected otherwise we have to find intersect point which intersects the top edge. And if Y coordinate of intersecting point D (shown in Fig.4) is smaller than Y_{min} and if Y coordinate of other end of that line is smaller than Y_{min}, then the line is rejected otherwise have to find intersect point which intersects the bottom edge.
4) If code=3, then the line intersects the top edge of the window.
5) If code=4, then the line intersects the bottom edge of the window.
6) If code=2, then the line intersects the left edge of the window. And if Y coordinate of intersecting point P (shown in Fig.5) greater than Y_{max}, and if Y coordinate of other end of that line is greater than Y_{max}, then the line is rejected otherwise have to find intersect point which intersects the top edge. And if Y coordinate of intersecting point D (shown in Fig.5) smaller than Y_{min}, and if Y coordinate of other end of that line is smaller than Y_{max}, then the line is rejected otherwise have to find intersect point which intersects the bottom edge.
Fig. 5. The end point of line segments are in the top-left and bottom-left corner.

Advantages of our proposed Algorithm over C-S algorithm

1. In case of external intersections, the C-S algorithm performs needless clipping for all cases. In fig. 6, CB and AD are needless clippings. But our Algorithm doesn’t have to perform needless clipping in such cases (Fig. 7).

Fig. 6. Needless clipping of the C-S algorithm

Fig. 7. No needless clipping in the proposed algorithm

Time comparisons

In this section we have shown time comparisons between CS and the proposed algorithm. We selected some typical cases to work with. In fig. 8 we present some typical clipping problem.

Fig. 8. Some typical cases of line clipping
Rahman et al., 2001: An enhancement of Cohen-Sutherland and Algorithm for line clipping by reducing needless clipping.

We tested all the cases by C-S algorithm and our algorithm in a Pentium 550 MHz machine. We recorded the execution time in all the cases. Since the time needed for clipping only one line computer showed 0.00 seconds for all the cases. To find the difference, we iterated each case 20,000 times and then recorded the time. The required times are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shape index in Fig.</th>
<th>Time required for C-S algorithm</th>
<th>Time required for proposed algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>15.76</td>
<td>15.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>11.86</td>
<td>4.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>6.04</td>
<td>5.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>6.92</td>
<td>6.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>2.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>20.05</td>
<td>19.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusion

We have presented a modified version of the Cohen-Sutherland algorithm in order to overcome its few major drawbacks. Our modified algorithm is more efficient than the Cohen-Sutherland in terms of execution time. The concept of our algorithm is easy to understand as well as easy to implement. Still the proposed algorithms suffers from some draw backs e.g., in some cases it also performs needless clipping. We are working to improve our algorithm so that needless clipping can be avoided as much as possible.
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